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Abstract: Rectal cancer management has evolved significantly, particularly with neoadjuvant treat-
ment strategies. This narrative review examines the development and effectiveness of these therapies
for locally advanced rectal cancer (LARC), highlighting the historical quest that led to current neoadju-
vant alternatives. Initially, trials showed the benefits of adding radiotherapy (RT) and chemotherapy
(CT) to surgery, reducing local recurrence (LR). The addition of oxaliplatin to chemoradiotherapy
(CRT) further improved outcomes. TNT integrates chemotherapy and radiotherapy preoperatively to
enhance adherence, timing, and systemic control. Key trials, including PRODIGE 23, CAO/ARO/AIO
12, OPRA, RAPIDO, and STELLAR, are analyzed to compare short-course and long-course RT with
systemic chemotherapy. The heterogeneity and difficulty in comparing TNT trials due to different
designs and outcomes are acknowledged, along with their promising long-term results. On the
other hand, it briefly discusses the potential for non-operative management (NOM) in select patients,
a strategy gaining traction due to favorable outcomes in specific trials. As a conclusion, this re-
view underscores the complexity of rectal cancer treatment, emphasizing individualized approaches
considering patient preferences and healthcare resources. It also highlights the importance of inter-
preting impressive positive or negative results with caution due to the variability in study designs
and patient populations.

Keywords: neoadjuvant therapy; rectal cancer; total neoadjuvant therapy; chemoradiation; short
course radiotherapy

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer, and the second-
leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide [1]. Its treatment places a heavy economic
burden on healthcare providers, patients, and families [2]. Rectal cancer, in particular, is
the 10th most deadly, with 310,000 deaths, constituting 3.2% of all cancer deaths [3]. The
diagnosis, treatment, and survival of rectal cancer present global challenges [4,5].

The current treatment of rectal cancer involves a multidisciplinary approach [6], achiev-
ing improved local and promising better distant outcomes. From the initial studies incor-
porating radiotherapy (RT) and chemotherapy (CT), both in combination and separately,
many questions have been answered, while new ones have emerged.

The role of each component of this multimodal approach and the different methods
of delivering these treatments remain subjects of debate [6]. Additionally, global social
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and economic challenges demand cost-effective interventions to achieve optimal cancer
care, especially in low- to middle-income countries, ensuring optimal value for money in
healthcare planning to address health inequalities worldwide [7].

The objective of this review is to comprehensively explore the evolution of neoadjuvant
therapy for rectal cancer by examining the currently available alternatives, considering
patient heterogeneity and the differences among trials regarding inclusion criteria and
delivered treatments. The goal is to promote better decision-making in a patient-centered
approach, taking into consideration patients’ preferences as well as healthcare providers’
resource availability.

2. A Long Ride

The current debate regarding rectal cancer treatment has emerged with the advent of
new multimodal alternatives. However, the history of rectal cancer treatment spans several
decades (Figure 1). One of the first randomized trials conducted decades ago, showed
promising results in terms of cancer recurrence when adding RT and CT as adjuvants
after surgery [8]. The study demonstrated a recurrence rate of 55% for the surgery-alone
group compared to 33% for the RT combined with the CT group. In parallel, Heald et al.
published their first results of the standardized total mesorectal excision (TME) technique
in 1986 [9], with a five-year local recurrence (LR) rate of 3.7%. Over the next decade, this
technique showed robust oncologic results, improving five-year overall survival (OS) from
38% to 68% [10].
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During the next decade, changes in the timing of RT showed improved LR rates with
the implementation of neoadjuvant short-course radiotherapy (SCRT) as demonstrated by
Uppsala et al. [11], the Swedish Rectal Cancer Trial [12], and the Dutch TME trial [13]. The
latter, published in 2001, reported an LR rate at two years of 2.4% in the SCRT plus TME
group vs. 8.2% in the TME only group (p < 0.001).
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In addition to the discoveries of the last 20 years, the quest to optimize multimodality
treatment led to the comparison of different neoadjuvant regimens. The administration
of long-course chemoradiation therapy (LCRT) to achieve local control showed good
results but no OS benefits, as demonstrated by Sauer et al., who compared preoperative
chemoradiotherapy (CRT) by randomly assigning patients with clinical stage T3 or T4
or node-positive disease to receive either preoperative or postoperative CRT. The overall
five-year survival rates were 76% and 74%, respectively (p = 0.80). The five-year cumulative
incidence of local relapse was 6% for patients assigned to preoperative CRT and 13% in
the postoperative-treatment group (p = 0.006) [14]. Similar results were found by the
EORTC Radiotherapy Group Trial 22921 in 2006, where the addition of either preoperative
or postoperative 5-fluorouracil to 45 Gy administered in 5 weeks conferred better local
control, improving LR from 17.1% in the no-CT group vs. 7.6–9.6% in pre- or post- or
pre + postoperative CT during a five-year follow-up. However, there was no improvement
in OS or systemic recurrence [24].

These findings led to the comparison of both strategies. Two of the most important
trials in this regard were the Polish Colorectal Study Group randomized controlled trial
(RCT) published in 2006, which randomized 312 patients to receive either preoperative
SCRT (25 Gy in five fractions of 5 Gy) and surgery within 7 days or chemoradiation (50.4 Gy
in 28 fractions of 1.8 Gy, bolus 5-fluorouracil, and leucovorin) and surgery 4 to 6 weeks later.
The study showed that neoadjuvant chemoradiation did not increase survival, local control,
or late toxicity compared with SCRT alone [15]. On the other hand, the Trans-Tasmanian
Trial, published in 2012, enrolled patients with cT3N0-2M0 rectal adenocarcinoma. SCRT
consisted of pelvic RT 5 × 5 Gy in 1 week, early surgery, and six courses of adjuvant CT.
LCRT was 50.4 Gy, 1.8 Gy/fraction, in 5.5 weeks, with continuous infusional fluorouracil
225 mg/m2 per day, surgery in 4 to 6 weeks, and four courses of CT. The study showed that
three-year LR rates between SCRT and LCRT were not statistically significantly different,
nor were other oncologic outcomes or toxicity [16].

In this global scenario, questions arose about the role of each component of multimodal-
ity treatment and the timing of their delivery. However, the evolution of understanding
rectal cancer behavior and advances in diagnostic tools brought new elements to the discus-
sion. One of the most relevant advances occurred at the beginning of the last decade when
the MERCURY group, in 2011, identified different patient groups based on their magnetic
resonance features. This allowed for the appropriate selection of patients who could poten-
tially “omit” neoadjuvant therapy and proceed directly to TME surgery [17]. They showed
that a “good” prognosis included MRI-predicted safe circumferential resection margins,
with MRI-predicted T2/T3a/T3b (less than 5 mm spread from the muscularis propria),
regardless of MRI N stage, could be operated directly, having an LR rate of 3% at five years
of follow-up. This selective approach was reproduced by different groups worldwide, as
shown by the OCUM Rectal Cancer Trial [25] and the QuickSilver Clinical Trial [26] with
favorable results.

In conclusion, over more than 20 years, several strategies in the neoadjuvant and
adjuvant approach, patient selection, and staging methods evolved, dramatically improving
local control, with rates of LR below 10%. However, OS did not show significant changes,
remaining consistent with rates achieved after TME implementation in the late 1990s [10].

3. Time to Make a Change

Up until the past decade, the role of adjuvant chemotherapy in treating rectal can-
cer remained uncertain [27]. Several phase III studies, such as the interim analysis of
PETACC6 [28], NSABP R-04 [29], and STAR 01 [30], explored the benefit of adding oxali-
platin to LCRT in order to optimize treatment with no benefits in terms of OS. However,
the German Study CAO/ARO/AIO-04 showed an increase in the pathological complete
response (pCR) rate in patients receiving neoadjuvant LCRT with additional oxaliplatin
(17% vs. 13%). This effect was also associated with better three-year disease-free survival
(DFS) (75.9% vs. 71.2%) [18]. Later, the ADORE trial [31] showed that LCRT followed
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by TME and adjuvant FOLFOX improved DFS in patients with rectal cancer ypStage II
and III disease after preoperative LCRT (68% vs. 57% at six years of follow-up). Even
though the introduction of oxaliplatin, as a neoadjuvant or adjuvant treatment, showed no
benefits and even more toxicity in some trials (22–24), the potential benefits shown in the
latest mentioned trials propelled the tendency to adopt the use of LCRT with additional
oxaliplatin as part of neoadjuvant or adjuvant treatment as the standard of care in patients
with locally advanced rectal cancer (LARC), particularly in the American Guidelines (Na-
tional Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 2018) [32]. However, European guidelines
tailor LARC treatment depending on risk factors, allowing up-front surgery for cT3 in the
absence of risk factors and restricting the use of LCRT or SCRT, with or without FOLFOX
preoperatively, to more advanced LARC cases [33]

Given this background, the need emerged to explore alternative methods of delivering
oxaliplatin-based CT to enhance adherence, improve timing, and achieve better systemic
control and outcomes. Hence, the concept of total neoadjuvant therapy (TNT) emerged.

4. Total Neoadjuvant Therapy

In recent years, in selected cases, particularly in Europe, it has been accepted that
some LARC patients, which include cT3–T4 and/or cN1–N2, can be operated on upfront,
avoiding neoadjuvant toxicity and achieving good oncologic outcomes [33]. However, there
are LARC patients whose local and systemic control must be optimized by a multimodality
approach. The TNT concept implies delivering RT and systemic CT preoperatively. Recently
published trials aimed to identify the appropriate neoadjuvant treatment strategies in
conjunction with the most suitable patients for each modality and sequence of treatment,
which may include SCRT, LCRT, and CT, alone or combined, administered at different
preoperative times.

Several trials conducted over the last decade explored this topic, recruiting patients
during similar time periods. While they had similarities regarding the main outcomes,
the enrolled patients were not similar in terms of tumor location and the presence of risk
factors. Additionally, the treatment strategies differed, mainly due to variations in CT doses
and cycles, as well as RT delivery strategies.

5. LCRT-Based TNT

One of the most relevant datasets is from the PRODIGE 23 trial, whose three-year
follow-up results were published in 2021. The trial randomized 231 patients to the experi-
mental arm (FOLFIRINOX for six cycles, followed by CRT, TME, and adjuvant CT with
FOLFOX for three cycles). The standard-of-care group included 230 patients who received
CRT followed by TME and adjuvant CT for six months. Patients included in this trial had
confirmed rectal adenocarcinoma within 15 cm of the anal verge, stage cT3 (at risk of LR
and for which a multidisciplinary tumor board recommended preoperative CRT) or cT4. In
the experimental arm, almost 60% had mid or high-rectum cancer, 81% were T3 stage, 90%
had N(+) status, and only 21% had a radial margin less than or equal to 1 mm. Extramural
vascular invasion (EMVI) was not reported. The control arm had similar features. The
primary endpoint was three-year DFS, which was favorable in the experimental arm (76%
[95% CI 69 to 81] vs. 69% [62 to 74]). There was a significant difference in metastasis-free
survival (MFS) (79% vs. 72%), but no differences in OS (91% in the experimental arm vs.
88% in the control group) or locoregional relapse (4% in the experimental arm vs. 6% in
the control group). pCR was significantly better in the experimental group (28% vs. 12%).
There were no differences in serious adverse events during the entire treatment period [34].
More recently, presented but not published, updated data from seven years of follow-up
showed significant improvements in all oncologic outcomes, including MFS (65% vs. 73%)
and OS (76.1% vs. 81.9%) for the TNT group [19].

In 2022, the CAO/ARO/AIO 12 group published their long-term results. Patients
included had rectal adenocarcinoma up to 12 cm above the anal verge; cT3 tumor less than
6 cm from the anal verge, cT3 cancer in the middle third of the rectum (≥6–12 cm) with
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extramural tumor spread into the mesorectum of more than 5 mm (>cT3b), cT4 tumors, or
lymph node involvement. They were randomized to group A for induction CT before CRT
or to group B for consolidation CT after CRT, followed by TME in both groups. Induction
and consolidation CT consisted of FOLFOX for three cycles. CRT included 5-fluorouracil
and oxaliplatin. In the consolidation arm, 78% were T3 stage, 90% had N(+), 22% had
a circumferential resection margin (CRM) (+), and nearly 90% had mid or low cancers.
EMVI status was not reported. The main outcome was pCR, which was achieved in 17% of
group A vs. 25% of group B, indicating that only the consolidation group met the significant
criteria [20]. In a secondary analysis, the three-year DFS was 73% in both groups (hazard
ratio, 0.95; 95% CI, 0.63–1.45, p = 0.82); the three-year cumulative incidence of locoregional
recurrence (6% vs. 5%, p = 0.67) and distant metastases (18% vs. 16%, p = 0,52) were not
significantly different. Chronic toxicity grades 3 to 4 occurred in 10 of 85 patients (11.8%) in
group A and 8 of 66 patients (9.9%) in group B at three years. The authors concluded that
CRT followed by CT resulted in higher pCR without compromising DFS, toxicity, quality
of life, or stool incontinence and is thus proposed as the preferred TNT sequence if organ
preservation is a priority [35].

Lastly, the OPRA trial published its first results in 2022 [21], enrolling patients with
clinical stage II (T3–4, N0) or stage III (any T, N1–2) who were treated with induction CT
followed by CRT or CRT followed by consolidation CT and either TME or watch-and-wait
based on tumor response. Patients in both groups received four months of FOLFOX or
CAPOX and 5000 to 5600 cGy of radiation combined with either the continuous infusion
of fluorouracil or capecitabine during RT. The enrolled patients’ features were as follows:
cT3 stage between 76–78%, N(+) 70–72%, and a median tumor distance from the anal
verge of 4.3–4.5 cm. CRM and EMVI were not reported. The primary outcome was DFS
compared with a historical cohort. At three years, DFS was 76% (95% CI, 69 to 84) for the
induction group and 76% (95% CI, 69 to 83) for the consolidation group, in line with the
three-year DFS rate (75%) observed historically [21]. At five years, updated data showed
the estimated five-year DFS rates were 71% (95% CI, 64 to 79) for the induction group and
69% (95% CI, 62 to 77) for the consolidation group. The estimated five-year OS rates were
also similar in both groups; 88% (95% CI, 83 to 94) for the induction group and 85% (95% CI,
79 to 91) for the consolidation group. Estimated five-year local recurrence-free survival
(LRFS) rates were (94% [95% CI, 90 to 98] for the induction group and 90% [95% CI, 85 to
96] for the consolidation group) and distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS) rates were
similar in both groups (80% [95% CI, 74 to 87] for the induction group and 78% [95% CI,
71 to 85] for the consolidation group) [36]. However, the most interesting and promising
secondary outcome of this trial was organ preservation, as it was designed to offer a
watch-and-wait strategy to patients who achieved a complete clinical response (cCR) after
receiving TNT. The proportion of patients who achieved organ preservation at five years in
the intention-to-treat population was 39% (95% CI, 32 to 48) for the induction group and
54% (95% CI, 46 to 62) for the consolidation group (p = 0.012). The percentage of patients
who received sphincter-preserving surgery was similar between those who had TME
after restaging (39/71 [55%]) and those who had TME after tumor regrowth (28/64 [44%];
p = 0.23). Five-year DFS was also similar for patients who underwent TME after restaging
(64% [95% CI, 53 to 78]) and those who underwent TME after tumor regrowth. These
impressive findings must be interpreted cautiously because they are not the main outcome,
and the trial was not designed to explore them specifically. Furthermore, they could be
explained by the use of TNT, the overall treatment length, and the assessment of tumor
response almost eight weeks from the end of TNT, even offering organ preservation to
patients with a near-complete response but being aware of the possibility of regrowth [36].

6. SCRT-Based TNT

On the other hand, the STELLAR trial, a non-inferiority trial published in 2022, ran-
domized a TNT group (298 patients) to receive short-term RT (5 Gy × 5 days) followed by
four cycles of CAPOX at 7–14 days after completion of RT. The CRT (293 patients) group re-
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ceived 50 Gy in 25 fractions over five weeks, concurrently with capecitabine. Postoperative
CT comprised two cycles of CAPOX in the TNT group or six cycles of CAPOX in the CRT
group. TME was recommended in both groups 6–8 weeks after preoperative treatment.
The included patients had cT3-T4 and/or N(+) status, located in the distal or middle third
of the rectum. In the TNT group, 82% of patients were T3 stage, 86% had N(+) status, nearly
all patient’s tumors were located 10 cm or less from the anal verge, 56% had mesorectal
fascia (MRF)(+), and 53% had EMVI(+). The trial confirmed non-inferiority for the primary
endpoint, three-year DFS, in patients receiving TNT vs. standard CRT (64.5% vs. 62.3%,
respectively; p < 0.001 for non-inferiority). OS was better in the TNT group (86% vs. 75%,
p < 0.05). There were no differences in locoregional recurrence (LRR) (8.4% in the TNT
group vs. 11% in the CRT group) or distant metastasis (22% in the TNT group vs. 24% in
the CRT group). The total rate of pCR and sustained cCR in the TNT group was 21.8%,
significantly higher than in the CRT group (12.3%, p = 0.002). The compliance rate was
higher in the TNT group but was associated with an approximately two-fold rate of grade
3-plus toxicity compared with CRT (26.5% vs. 12.6%) [22].

Similarly, the RAPIDO Trial, published in 2020 with three-year follow-up results,
enrolled patients with primary, locally advanced rectal adenocarcinoma, classified as high
risk on pelvic MRI (with at least one of the following criteria: clinical tumor [cT] stage cT4a
or cT4b, EMVI, clinical nodal [cN] stage cN2, involved MRF, or enlarged lateral lymph
nodes). Eligible participants were randomly assigned (1:1) to either the experimental
or standard-of-care group. Those in the experimental treatment group received SCRT
(5 × 5 Gy over a maximum of 8 days), followed by six cycles of CAPOX CT or nine cycles of
FOLFOX, and then TME. Patients in the standard-of-care group received 28 daily fractions
of 1.8 Gy up to 50.4 Gy or 25 fractions of 2.0 Gy up to 50.0 Gy, with concomitant twice-daily
oral capecitabine, followed by TME. If stipulated by hospital policy, they also received
adjuvant CT with eight cycles of CAPOX or 12 cycles of FOLFOX4. The primary endpoint
was three-year disease-related treatment failure (DrTF), defined as the first occurrence of
locoregional failure, distant metastasis, new primary colorectal tumor, or treatment-related
death. Unlike previously described trials, this trial included higher-risk patients, with the
TNT group having 66% of patients with two or more risk features of those described in
the inclusion criteria. Sixty-one percent of rectal tumors were located 10 cm or below from
the anal verge. Moreover, nearly 60% of patients in each arm received adjuvant CT at the
treating center’s discretion. At five years, the cumulative probability of DrTF was 27.8%
(95% CI, 23.7 to 31.8) in the TNT group and 34.0% (95% CI, 29.6 to 38.4) in the CRT group
(HR: 0.79 [95% CI, 0.63 to 1.00]; p = 0.0480). The cumulative probability of distant metastasis
in the TNT group was 23.0% and 30.4% in the CRT group (HR: 0.73 [95% CI, 0.57 to 0.93];
p = 0.011). The cumulative probability of OS was 81.7% in the TNT group compared with
80.2% in the CRT group (HR: 0.91 [95% CI, 0.70 to 1.19]; p = 0.50). A higher rate of LRR
was detected in the TNT group compared with the CRT group; 44/431 (10.2%) and 26/428
(6.1%), respectively, p = 0.027 [23]. With regard to pCR, this occurred in 28% of 423 patients
in the TNT group compared with 14% of 398 in the CRT group (OR 2.37 [95% CI 1.67 to
3.37, p < 0.0001]) [37].

This last trial is the most controversial due to its higher LRR in the TNT group, which
raised concerns from different parts of the world [38,39]. The possible explanations for this
event, according to the authors, could be attributed to heterogeneous RT techniques used in
different centers, a higher proportion of breached mesorectum in the TNT group (possibly
due to different timing of surgery in each group), surgical planning changes post-restaging
translated into more sphincter-sparing surgery, which could leave microscopic carcinoma
in situ and tumor fragmentation. Additionally, the omission of poor responding patients
who could have experienced tumor growth during TNT treatment, as restaging assessment
was carried out at the end of neoadjuvant treatment, allowing the progression of aggressive
cancers [23].

It is worth noting that the patients included in RAPIDO correspond to a higher-risk
group compared to the rest of the trials published in the TNT era. Moreover, RAPIDO
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showed a significant difference regarding DrTF, explained mainly by distant metastasis
control. Furthermore, it achieved a pCR of 28%, which was double that of the control group.
Considering this, it is important to highlight that LRR in this trial represented a post hoc
analysis, which should be interpreted cautiously as it could be caused by one of the reasons
previously mentioned or even by chance [40]. Hence, we assert that this does not warrant a
robust enough rationale to discard this strategy, especially when contemplating the trials
discussed previously, including those such as the Polish II trial [41].

As more evidence is accumulated, it is crucial to consider the conclusions from the
RAPIDO authors if deciding to use TNT based on SCRT. This means incorporating an early
response assessment with interruption of the weakest part of the treatment, i.e., the CT,
in case no response or even progression is seen. Additionally, adequate coverage of the
tumor cell-containing tissue volumes, dose escalation, increased rate of lateral lymph node
dissection on the indication, and a surgical plan based on the initial pretreatment MRI
should be considered [23].

When considering these two SCRT trials, it is important to note that from a cost-
effectiveness point of view, SCRT could be a more efficient strategy regarding resource
usage. However, if the intention is to avoid an abdominoperineal resection, LCRT schemes
would be the most cost-effective option [42].

7. Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy

While the previously mentioned trials tried to define the best sequence and timing to
deliver and combine RT and CT, some groups tried to diminish RT toxicity by delivering
just CT as TNT. The PROSPECT trial, which was published in 2023, aimed to answer this
issue. This was a non-inferiority, randomized trial of neoadjuvant FOLFOX (with CRT given
only if the primary tumor decreased in size by <20% or if FOLFOX was discontinued due
to side effects) compared with CRT. Included adults with rectal cancer who had been cT2
node-positive, T3 node-negative, or T3 node-positive, who were candidates for sphincter-
sparing surgery. The primary endpoint was DFS. Half of the patients had a non-palpable
tumor, and approximately 85% of all patients had a middle or high cancer, without T4 stage.
Neither CRM nor EMVI were reported. At a median follow-up of 58 months, FOLFOX
was non-inferior to CRT in terms of DFS (hazard ratio for disease recurrence or death, 0.92;
90.2% CI, 0.74 to 1.14; p = 0.005 for non-inferiority). Five-year DFS was 80.8% (95% CI, 77.9
to 83.7) in the FOLFOX group and 78.6% (95% CI, 75.4 to 81.8) in the CRT group. pCR was
similar in both groups (21.9% in the FOLFOX group and 24.3% in the CRT group). About
10% of FOLFOX patients received CRT either pre- or postoperatively [43]. One main issue
regarding this trial was related to the included patients, as many of them were described
as having a good prognosis defined by the Mercury Group [17], so could be treated with
upfront TME according to some guidelines [33].

On the other hand, the FOWARC trial [44], whose final results were published in 2019,
enrolled stage II and III cancer patients, about 25% of whom were cT4, with a majority
being N(+) and 30% with CRM(+). Similarly, this trial compared an exclusive neoadjuvant
strategy with a FOLFOX scheme followed by surgery and adjuvant FOLFOX, against LCRT,
followed by TME and infusional fluorouracil. The third arm consisted of FOLFOX and
LCRT followed by TME and adjuvant FOLFOX. The probability of three-year DFS was
73.5%, 72.9%, and 77.2%, respectively (p = 0.709). The three-year probability of LR after
R0/1 resection was 8.3%, 8.0%, and 7.0%, respectively (p = 0.873). The three-year OS rate
was 90.7%, 91.3%, and 89.1%, respectively (p = 0.971). The study concluded that there was
no difference regarding any of these alternatives. Table 1 summarizes the main findings of
the described trials.
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Table 1. Trials summary.

Trial Regimen Main outcome Secondary Outcomes

3y DFS * 3y MFS * 3y OS pCR * 3y LRR

PRODIGE 23 CT → LCRT → TME → CT 76% 79% 91% 28% 4%

N = 461 LCRT → TME → CT 69% 72% 88% 12% 6%

pCR 3y DFS 3y OS 3y DM 3y LRR

CAO/ARO/AIO 12 CT → LCRT → TME 17% 73% 92% 18% 6%

N = 306 LCRT → CT → TME 25% * 73% 92% 16% 5%

5y DFS 5y MFS 5y OS 5y OP * 5y LRFS

OPRA CT → LCRT → TME or WW 71% 80% 88% 39% 94%

N = 324 LCRT → CT → TME or WW 69% 78% 85% 54% 90%

5y DrTF * 5y DM * 5y OS pCR * 5y LRR *

RAPIDO SCRT → CT → TME 27.8% 23% 81.7% 28% 10.2%

N = 920 LCRT → TME → CT 34% 30.4% 80.2% 14% 6.1%

3y DFS 3y DM 3y OS * pCR+cCR * 3y LRR

STELLAR SCRT → CT → TME → CT 64.5% (non inferior) 22% 86% 21.8% 8.4%

N = 591 LCRT → TME → CT 62.3% 24% 75% 12.3% 11%

5y DFS 5y OS pCR 5y LRR

PROSPECT CT → Selective LCRT → TME ± CT 80.8% (non inferior) - 89.5% 21.9% 1.8%

N = 1128 LCRT → TME ± CT 78.6% - 90.2% 24.3% 1.6%

3y DFS 3y OS pCR 3y LRR

FOWARC LCRT → TME → 5FU 72.9% - 91.3% 14% 8%

N = 495 LCRT + CT → TME → CT 77.2% - 89.1% 27.5% 7%

CT → TME → CT 73.5% - 90.7% 6.5% 8.3%

* Significant difference. cCR: Complete clinical response, CT: Chemotherapy, DFS: Disease-free Survival,
DM: Distant metastasis, DrTF: Disease-related treatment failure, LCRT: Long Course Chemoradiotherapy,
LRR;Locoregional recurrence, MFS: Metastasis-free Survival, OP: Organ preservation, OS: Overall survival.
pCR: Pathological complete response, SCRT: Short Course Radiotherapy, TME: Total Mesorectal Excision, TNT:
Total Neoadjuvant Therapy, WW: Watch and wait.

8. Non-Operative Management (NOM)

The evolution of treatment, the consistent rate of pCR shown in different trials, even
higher with TNT modalities, alongside the unexpected cCR occurring in some patients have
raised considerable interest in understanding and applying organ preservation as a valid
alternative. Its discussion is beyond the scope of this review but it is worth mentioning
that it has been added as part of treatment algorithms in the latest guidelines (NCCN 2024),
but only in dedicated centers. Moreover, our understanding and ability to choose and
follow up with those patients is critical. We are looking expectantly at the evolution of
the described trials. Considering that there are some reported experiences on NOM with
SCRT [45,46] as well, upcoming trials should help us improve our patient selection for this
approach [47,48].

9. Microsatellite Instability-High (MSI-H) / Deficient Mismatch Repair (dMMR) in
LARC Patients

During the last decade, CT was the only systemic treatment available for advanced
CRC. With growing research on deficient mismatch repair (dMMR) and microsatellite
instability-high (MSI-H), evidence of CT response in these patients has been inconsistent,
showing heterogeneous outcomes [49]. Consequently, immunotherapy has been explored
to improve oncologic outcomes in these patients [50].

The most relevant trials are Keynote 177 and Checkmate 142. The Keynote 177 trial ran-
domized 307 patients with metastatic MSI-H/dMMR CRC who had not previously received
treatment to receive either pembrolizumab or CT (5-fluorouracil-based therapy with or with-
out bevacizumab or cetuximab). After a median follow-up of 32.4 months, pembrolizumab
was superior to CT in terms of progression-free survival (median, 16.5 vs. 8.2 months;
hazard ratio, 0.60; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.45 to 0.80; p = 0.0002) [51]. The Check-
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mate 142 trial enrolled patients with no prior treatment in the metastatic setting for MSI-
H/dMMR CRC, treating them with nivolumab every two weeks plus low-dose ipilimumab
every six weeks until disease progression. The primary endpoint was the objective response
rate, which was 69% (95% CI, 53 to 82) with a 13% complete response rate [52].

Approximately 5 to 10% of rectal adenocarcinomas are mismatch-repair deficient,
and these tumors respond poorly to standard CT regimens, including neoadjuvant CT in
locally advanced rectal cancer [53,54]. A recent phase 2 trial aimed to investigate the overall
response and frequency of sustained clinical complete response to neoadjuvant treatment
with dostarlimab, a PD-1 inhibitor. Twelve patients completed treatment with dostarlimab
and had at least six months of follow-up, all showing a clinical complete response (100%;
95% confidence interval, 74 to 100) [55].

Acknowledging the current evidence, the NCCN 2024 guidelines prefer checkpoint
inhibitor immunotherapy for up to six months (dostarlimab-gxly, nivolumab, or pem-
brolizumab) in MSI-H/dMMR LARC over CT. Therefore, it is recommended to promptly
identify the MSI status of every LARC patient to deliver a more personalized treatment [56].

10. Which Neoadjuvant Treatment Is the Best?

Rectal cancer is a complex disease, and there is no one-size-fits-all treatment strat-
egy. To date, TNT is the preferred strategy for LARC. However, there has been no trial
comparing different TNT strategies head-to-head, particularly between SCRT and LCRT
TNT. Moreover, the patients included are not fairly comparable to the existing studies.
Despite the RAPIDO Trial including patients with the worst features, the primary endpoint
was achieved, with distant control and OS quite similar to other trials. Concerns were
raised regarding LRR for SCRT TNT but this should be interpreted cautiously since it
corresponds to a post hoc analysis. Moreover, the LRR using SCRT was addressed by the
STELLAR trial, which showed better 3-year OS without compromising local control. Thus,
it seems there is room for SCRT TNT schemes, particularly if NOM is not the main objective,
in limited-resource environments, and when prompt initiation of systemic treatment is
desirable. This should be conducted while considering the recommendations made by the
RAPIDO authors.

On the other hand, LCRT TNT schemes used in trials are heterogeneous, with quite
similar oncologic outcomes. The most impressive results are related to the organ preserva-
tion rate exhibited by the OPRA trial, which significantly increased the chance of providing
NOM for some patients. However, there are no other trials showing the same results; thus,
it is important to have more evidence before adopting this approach as a routine practice.

Finally, it is noteworthy that rectal cancer patients are heterogeneous, and current clas-
sification and staging systems do not allow us to appropriately identify the best candidates
for any of the described modalities. The differences among trials could be explained by the
presence of higher or lower proportions of high-risk patients, the different RT techniques
used to deliver SCRT, the amount of CT received, and the main outcomes for which each
trial was designed. It is important to consider patients’ preferences, beliefs, and values
alongside the availability of resources at each center. Understanding the individual and
social aspects involved in a shared decision-making process is crucial. This often means
considering pragmatic, logistic, and economic factors in our daily practice.
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Abbreviation/Glossary List
cCR Complete Clinical Response
CRC Colorectal Cancer
CRM Circumferential Resection Margin
CRT Chemoradiotherapy
CT Chemotherapy
DFS Disease-free Survival
EMVI Extramural Vascular Invasion
LARC Locally Advanced Rectal Cancer
LCRT Long Course Chemoradiotherapy
LR Local Recurrence
MFS Metastasis-free Survival
MRF Mesorectal Fascia
NAT Neoadjuvant Therapy
OS Overall Survival
pCR Pathological Complete Response
RCT Randomized Controlled Trial
RT Radiotherapy
SCRT Short Course Radiotherapy
TME Total Mesorectal Excision
TNT Total Neoadjuvant Therapy
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